Single exposure of dopamine D1 antagonist prevents and D2 antagonist attenuates methylphenidate effect
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Abstract: Methylphenidate (MPD) is a readily prescribed drug for the treatment of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and moreover is used illicitly by youths for its cognitive-enhancing effects and recreation. MPD exposure in rodents elicits increased locomotor activity. Repetitive MPD exposure leads to further augmentation of their locomotor activity. This behavioral response is referred to as behavioral sensitization. Behavioral sensitization is used as an experimental marker for a drug’s ability to elicit dependence. There is evidence that dopamine (DA) is a key player in the acute and chronic MPD effect; however, the role of DA in the effects elicited by MPD is still debated. The objective of this study was to investigate the role of D1 and/or D2 DA receptors in the acute and chronic effect of MPD on locomotor activity. The study lasted for 12 consecutive days. Seven groups of male Sprague Dawley® rats were used. A single D1 or D2 antagonist was given before and after acute and chronic MPD administration. Single injection of D1 DA antagonist was able to significantly attenuate the locomotor activity when given prior to the initial MPD exposure and after repetitive MPD exposure, while the D2 DA antagonist partially attenuated the locomotor activity only when given before the second MPD exposure. The results show the role, at least in part, of the D1 DA receptor in the mechanism of behavioral sensitization, whereas the D2 DA receptor only partially modulates the response to acute and chronic MPD.
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Introduction

Methylphenidate (MPD) is currently the most prescribed psychostimulant drug therapy for children and adults exhibiting symptoms of inattention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity, collectively known as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD);1–7 ADHD has a high threat of overdiagnosis due to widespread symptoms, with a staggering 8% of school-aged children identified with the disorder and 36% of these children undergoing drug treatment.8,9 MPD is also widely abused, earning the name “smart drug” as society’s obsession for cognitive enhancements grows in the classroom and workplace.10 Moreover, little is known about the exact pharmacological actions of the drug, specifically in chronic “healthy” users.11,12 The use of psychostimulants as a treatment for ADHD has doubled every 4–7 years for the past few decades, heightening concerns of this drug, while leading ADHD to become one of the most extensively studied pediatric behavioral disorders.9,13–15

Repetitive moderate exposure to a psychostimulant, in animals, results in an augmented behavioral response, such as locomotion, to the subsequent administration of the drug, frequently referred to as behavioral sensitization.16–20 In comparison, tolerance...
to the drug is characterized by lowering locomotor activity in response to repetitive MPD exposure compared with the initial response. Eliciting sensitization or tolerance reveals drug-craving and compulsive actions, which are both signs of drug dependency, and therefore, behavioral sensitization and tolerance are used as experimental markers for studying the potential risks of psychostimulant treatment.

MPD binds to dopamine (DA) transporters, thus preventing the reuptake of DA from the synaptic cleft back to the presynaptic neurons and causing DA to remain in the synaptic cleft for longer periods of time. Moreover, the DA neurotransmitter system has been linked with drug reward properties, with previous work providing evidence that the D1 and/or D2 family of DA receptors are involved in acute and/or chronic MPD action; however, the exact role of DA receptors in the acute and/or chronic behavioral effect of MPD exposure need more elucidation. Previous reports state that behavioral sensitization following chronic psychostimulant treatment is due to elevated levels of DA in the synaptic cleft. Thus, this study used specific competitive, DA D1 and D2 antagonists, SCH-23390 and raclopride, given before and after acute and chronic MPD exposure while recording the animal’s subsequent behavior in an open field assay, to determine the role of specific DA receptor participation in the acute and/or chronic effects of MPD treatment on animal locomotor activity.

MPD’s chemical structure is similar to amphetamine, while its pharmacological characteristics closely resemble cocaine. Moreover, the amphetamine and cocaine studies investigating the role of D1 and D2 DA receptors in eliciting behavioral sensitization were using the D1 and D2 DA-specific antagonists SCH-23390 and raclopride, respectively. In these works, SCH-23390 D1 DA antagonist treatment prior to chronic exposure prevented the development of cocaine behavioral sensitization using a place preference assay, while the D2 DA antagonist raclopride was not effective, though other studies reported that the D2 DA receptor is involved in psychostimulant sensitization. On the other hand, D2 DA antagonists suppressed both locomotor-stimulating effects and schedule-induced polydipsia with amphetamine treatment. In addition, previous studies using MK-801, valproate, and lithium chloride injections before and after acute and chronic MPD exposure revealed some success at preventing MPD from eliciting behavioral sensitization or tolerance.

The objective of the present study was to investigate whether the specific DA D1 and D2 receptor antagonist would modulate, at least in part, the acute and repetitive (chronic) MPD exposure, using an open field behavioral assay.

### Methods

#### Subjects

Fifty-six adult, 180–200 g, male Sprague-Dawley rats were purchased from Harlan (Indianapolis, IN, USA). The animals were allowed 4–5 days of acclimation in the vivarium, with a 12-hour light/dark cycle (lights on 6 am), while the temperature and humidity were kept at a constant 21°C±2°C and 37%–45%, respectively. The rats were randomly divided into seven groups (Table 1) and individually housed and tested.

#### Table 1 The experimental protocol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>ED1</th>
<th>Acute</th>
<th>Induction</th>
<th>Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ED2</td>
<td>ED3</td>
<td>ED4–7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (n=8)</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>Saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (n=8)</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>MPD</td>
<td>MPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (n=8)</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>MPD</td>
<td>MPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (n=8)</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>MPD</td>
<td>MPD</td>
<td>MPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (n=8)</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>MPD</td>
<td>MPD</td>
<td>MPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (n=8)</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>MPD</td>
<td>MPD</td>
<td>MPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (n=8)</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>MPD</td>
<td>MPD</td>
<td>MPD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** At ED1, all animals were injected with saline. At ED2–7, the animals were given either saline (control group) or MPD 2.5 mg/kg IP. ED8–10 were washout days, with no injections. At ED11 and ED12, saline or MPD rechallenge was administered. The experiment lasted for 12 days, with seven groups of animals used (each n=8). Group 1 was treated with the saline control; group 2 received a D1 DA antagonist at ED2, prior to the initial MPD exposure; group 3 received a D2 antagonist at ED2, prior to the initial MPD exposure; group 4 received a D1 antagonist at ED3, prior to the second MPD exposure; group 5 received a D2 antagonist at ED3, prior to the second MPD exposure; group 6 received a D1 antagonist at ED12, prior to the last MPD rechallenge; group 7 received a D2 antagonist at ED12, prior to the last MPD rechallenge.

**Abbreviations:** antag, antagonist; DA, dopamine; ED, experimental day; IP, intraperitoneal route; MPD, methylphenidate.
in home cages for the duration of the experimental protocol; the animals had access to standard laboratory chow and water ad libitum, except during the behavioral recordings. At experimental day (ED) 1, the animals weighed 200–220 g. All experiments were approved by the University of Texas Health Science Center Animal Welfare Committee and carried out in accordance with the National Institute of Health Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

**Apparatus**

The open field assay was used to record the animals’ locomotion activities for 12 consecutive days (Table 1), using the computerized animal activity system (Opto-M3; Columbus Instruments, Columbus, OH, USA). The open field cage was 50 cm long, 30 cm wide, with a 16×8 infrared beam and their sensors positioned 5 cm above the base of the cage, to prevent bedding signal interruptions. Each animal’s movement was captured by breaking the infrared beams. Any interruptions in the infrared beams factored into an activity score, and these cumulative counts were compiled, in 5-minute bins, for a total of 60 minutes after each injection. The software incorporated the locomotor counts into three behavioral indices: total distance (TD) traveled in cm; horizontal activity, capturing the total spontaneous locomotion behavior; and number of stereotypic movements, which measured repetitive episodes of purposeless activity. These three activities measure the overall behavioral effect of a drug.4–7,17,34,35,38–41

**Drugs**

MPD (Mallinckrodt, St Louis, MO, USA) and DA D1 and D2 receptor antagonists, R(+)-SCH-23390 hydrochloride and S(−)-raclopride (+)-tartrate (Sigma-Aldrich Corp, St Louis, MO, USA), respectively, were used. All injections were made fresh, dissolving the drug in 0.9% isotonic saline, equalized to 0.8 mL, and injected, via intraperitoneal (IP) route, in the morning. In previous MPD dose–response behavioral experiments ranging from 0.1 to 40.0 mg/kg, it was observed that 2.5 mg/kg of MPD elicited behavioral sensitization when given in the morning.36,41–45 Therefore, this dosage (2.5 mg/kg) was selected. Previous studies used a range of 0.2–0.5 mg/kg SCH-23390 selective D1 DA antagonist and 0.3–0.4 mg/kg raclopride selective D2 DA antagonist, which were effective in modulating the psychostimulant effect on animal behavior and on the prefrontal cortex.19,46 Therefore, we chose SCH-23390, 0.4 mg/kg, and D2 DA antagonist raclopride, 0.3 mg/kg, to study the role of the D1 and D2 DA receptors in the effects of acute and chronic MPD exposure on animal behaviors.

**Experimental protocol**

In general, after the additional 4–5 days of acclimation, the animals were randomly assigned to groups and to their home cage for an additional 2–3 days. The home cage was utilized as their test cage, and recordings began to obtain baseline activity following 0.8 mL saline injections (0.9% NaCl), at about 7:30 am, for 1 hour. On ED2–7, all animals received injections of either 0.9% saline (the control group) or 2.5 mg/kg of MPD (the drug group), and locomotor recordings resumed postinjection for an additional 1 hour (Table 1). Three days (ED8–10) were allotted for washout (ie, no injections); however, behavioral recordings again resumed for 1 hour at about 7:30 am for 60 minutes, at the same time as was done on ED1 to ED7, to determine possible anticipation behavior or withdrawal activity.47,48 Rechallenge exposure of MPD, followed by 60-minute recordings occurred on ED11 and ED12, to determine whether sensitization or tolerance was expressed (Table 1). The seven groups described below and in Table 1 differed with respect to when and which specific DA antagonist they received, to determine the role of D1 and D2 DA receptors in the acute and/or chronic effect of MPD.

Group 1 was the saline (control) group; this group was treated with saline at ED1–7 and at ED10–12 (Table 1).

Groups 2 and 3 received their assigned D1 or D2 DA receptor antagonists on ED2 prior to MPD exposure, at about 7 am, and 30 minutes were allotted for behavioral recordings, to determine whether the DA antagonists modulated baseline activity; then the rats received their MPD treatment, followed by 1-hour recordings (Table 1). These groups were used to assess the effects of DA antagonist on acute MPD effects.

Groups 4 and 5 were treated with saline at ED1 and with MPD at ED2. At ED3, prior to the second MPD exposure, they received their assigned D1 or D2 DA receptor antagonists injection at about 7 am (ED3 induction phase), and recording commenced for 30 minutes, recording was resumed following an MPD injection (ie, the second MPD exposure) and, at 1 hour post-MPD, behavioral recording.

Lastly, groups 6 and 7 were used to study the effect of the DA antagonist on the expression of chronic MPD exposure. These groups (6 and 7) received daily MPD exposures at ED2 through ED7 and again at ED11, followed by their assigned D1 or D2 DA receptor antagonists on ED 12, at approximately 7 am; after this, recordings were resumed for 30 minutes, followed by MPD rechallenge exposure, and the recordings were resumed for an additional 1 hour (Table 1).
Data analysis

Locomotor activity was collected into 5-minute bins during each recording session (ie, 12 bins in 60 minutes). To determine whether the D1 or D2 DA antagonists significantly modulated the baseline activity or the MPD effects on locomotor activity, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with post hoc Dunnet multiple comparison tests were used. This analysis determined whether there was a significant difference between the MPD control groups (groups 6 and 7) at ED11 (Table 1) and the groups treated with the D1 or the D2 antagonist at ED2 prior to the initial MPD exposure, ie, groups 2 and 3, as well as groups 4 and 5. The last comparisons were of groups 6 and 7, at ED12 post-MPD exposure and at ED11 post-MPD (the same group).

The effect of a psychostimulant can be divided into four phases: “acute” phase, showing the initial effect of the drug on MPD-naïve subjects, obtained by comparing the recording at ED2 after initial (acute) MPD to the ED1 recording postsaline; “induction” phase, obtained from the recording during the repetitive MPD exposure; “withdrawal” phase, following cessation of repetitive (chronic) drug exposure, obtained from the recording at ED8–10 (after the six daily MPD exposures); and “expression” phase, obtained from the recording following rechallenge of drug exposure after six daily MPD exposures, 3 days of washout, and MPD exposure at ED11 and/or 12. For this group, the antagonist was given at ED12, prior to the last MPD exposure (Table 1). Applying specific DA antagonists in different phases of MPD exposure in freely behaving animals in an open field assay, we hoped to reveal, at least in part, the role of D1/D2 DA receptors in acute and chronic MPD exposure.

Results

Control

Saline control

To determine if normal daily locomotor activity was modulated by handling or injection, eight animals were treated with saline for the 12 days (group 1) (Table 1). Minor random fluctuations in activity, with nonsignificant changes, were observed over the 12 EDs (Figure 1A). Since no significant deviations occurred between ED2–7 and ED11–12 compared with ED1 activity after saline injection, the activity after saline injection at ED1 was used as a control for the drug effect. Concurrent with previous studies using a similar experimental protocol, any deviations from saline treatment at ED1 was due to drug effects since saline alone had no significant effect on a rat’s locomotor activity.4–6,17,34,35,41

MPD control

Sixteen animals received acute and repetitive 2.5 mg/kg MPD injections prior to DA antagonist exposure, to serve as a control for acute and chronic MPD exposure (groups 6 and 7) (Table 1). The “acute” 2.5 mg/kg IP MPD elicited a significant (P<0.007, F=3.5) increase in their locomotion (Figure 1B), and a significant further increase was observed in their locomotor activity following repetitive (chronic) MPD activity (P<0.05, F=5.4). The significant increase in locomotion following MPD exposure at ED11 compared with ED2 post-MPD exposure was interpreted as the expression of behavioral sensitization.5,6,17,35,37,39,44,45

D1 and D2 DA antagonist control

Figure 1C summarizes the effect of the two DA antagonists (D1 and D2) on locomotor activity of MPD-naïve animals.
(groups 2 and 3). ED2 postantagonist was compared with ED1 (baseline). The SCH-23990 D1 DA-specific antagonist significantly reduced ($P<0.004, F=10.78$) the animals locomotor activity, while the raclopride D2 DA antagonist failed to modulate the animals’ locomotor activity.

The effect of DA antagonist given prior to initial MPD exposure (groups 2 and 3)

In groups 2 and 3, the D1 or D2 DA antagonist was given 30 minutes prior to the initial MPD exposure, to investigate whether the DA antagonist by itself had an effect as well as the effect of DA antagonist given before the initial (acute) MPD exposure (Figure 2A and Table 1). We used the ED2 data from groups 6 and 7 as control for MPD. The results showed that 2.5 mg/kg MPD caused a significant ($P<0.006, F=10.18$) increase in TD traveling, and the effect of MPD (group 2) given 30 minutes after the D1 DA antagonist showed a significant ($P<0.005, F=9.25$) decrease in TD traveled compared with the effect of MPD in the control groups (groups 6 and 7). Alternately, the D2 antagonist given 30 minutes prior to the initial MPD exposure did not significantly ($P<0.16, F=2.5$) modulate the TD traveling response to acute MPD administration, for group 2, when compared with the control groups 6 and 7 or with its own ED1 baseline activity (Figure 2). Similar observations were obtained for the horizontal activity and number of stereotypic movements (not shown).

![Diagram A](image1.png)  
**Figure 2A** TD traveling, in cm, following (A) the D1 and D2 DA antagonist, given prior to the initial (acute) MPD exposure for groups 2 and 3, respectively; (B) D1 and D2 DA antagonist, given 30 minutes prior to the second MPD exposure, to groups 4 and 5 respectively, to determine the effect of the DA antagonist on the induction phase of MPD exposure; and (C) D1 and D2 antagonist, given to groups 6 and 7 respectively, at ED12, 30 minutes prior to MPD rechallenge, to determine the effect of the DA antagonist on the chronic effect of MPD exposure.

**Notes:** *Significant ($P<0.05$) difference from ED1 baseline activity; **significant ($P<0.05$) difference in locomotor activity at ED1 compared with that at ED2 initial MPD exposure; ***significant ($P<0.05$) difference in the MPD rechallenge activity at ED12 following a D1 or D2 DA antagonist as compared with that on ED11 (similar observations were obtained for horizontal activity and stereotypic movements).

**Abbreviations:** antag, antagonist; DA, dopamine; ED, experimental day; MPD, methylphenidate; TD, total distance.

Effect of DA antagonist on MPD given during the induction phase (groups 4 and 5)

Animals of groups 4 and 5 (Table 1) were treated with the initial MPD at ED2, followed by D1 (group 4) or D2 (group 5) DA antagonist on ED3, 30 minutes prior to the second MPD exposure. Figure 2B shows that the acute MPD elicited significant ($P<0.005, F=9.85$) increase in activity, and their locomotor activity following MPD on ED3 preceding the D1 and D2 DA antagonist was significantly reduced ($P<0.01, F=7.3$ and $P<0.03, F=5.3$, respectively) for both groups.

Effect of DA antagonist on MPD given in the expression phase (groups 6 and 7)

The animals of groups 6 and 7 received the D1 or D2 DA antagonists on ED12, 30 minutes prior to the last MPD exposure (Table 1). These animals were exposed to six daily MPD injections (ED2–7) followed by 3 days of washout (ED8–10), and rechallenge with MPD on ED11 to verify whether behavioral sensitization was obtained (Table 1). In order to determine whether the DA antagonist modulated the chronic effect of MPD, the MPD locomotor activity at ED12 was compared with that observed at ED11 post-MPD administration of the same group. Figure 2C shows that acute and chronic MPD exposure elicited a significant ($P<0.006, F=10.81$) increase in activity. The D1 DA antagonist given at ED12, 30 minutes prior to the last MPD exposure, significantly ($P<0.0006, F=19$) attenuated the locomotor activity of group 6 (Figure 2C), while the D2 DA antagonist (group 7) reduced the MPD effect but not significantly ($P<0.09, F=0.8$). Thus, the D2 antagonist was unable to prevent the chronic (sensitization) MPD effect (Figure 2C).

How long a single DA antagonist exerts its effects on MPD exposure between groups

A single D1 and D2 DA antagonist exposure given at ED2 (groups 2 and 3) (Figure 3A and B) or at ED3 (groups 4 and 5)
were analyzed to determine whether the single DA antagonist effects were transient or long lasting. The attenuation effect of the D1 DA antagonist on MPD induced increases in locomotor activity that lasted for 2 days (Figure 3) as compared with their acute MPD response, thus suggesting the D1 and D2 antagonist only exhibited transient, short-term effects.

Discussion
In the present study, the involvement of DA D1 and D2 receptors in the acute and chronic effect of MPD was investigated. MPD binds to DA transporters and prevents the DA reuptake from the synaptic cleft to the presynaptic terminals that results in an increase in extracellular levels of DA in the synaptic cleft.23,27,49 DA mediates the effects of MPD through two groups of receptors: D1 coupled to stimulatory G proteins and D2 coupled to inhibitory G proteins. D1 DA receptors are rapidly recycled, returning to the cell surface for more binding, whereas D2 DA receptors are degraded.50 The upregulation of D1 DA receptors via repeated psychostimulant administration is believed to play a key role in the development of behavioral sensitization.51 Moreover, it has also been shown that increased D1 DA occupancy results in behavioral sensitization to other psychostimulants, such as cocaine.52 There is evidence that DA is a key player in the acute and chronic MPD effect;53 however, the exact role of DA D1 or D2 receptors in the effects elicited by MPD is still debated.

The present study endeavored to determine whether blockade of D1 or D2 DA receptors by single treatment of selective DA antagonist given prior to a single (acute) or following repetitive (chronic) MPD exposure would prevent the acute and/or the chronic MPD effects (eg, behavioral sensitization), using the open field assay. The main findings of this study showed the importance of D1 DA receptor for both the acute and chronic MPD effects on locomotion. D1 DA antagonist (SCH-23390) was able to attenuate the MPD locomotor activity given both prior to the acute phase and during the induction and the expression phases (chronic) of MPD effects. The D2 DA antagonist (raclopride) showed a slight attenuation of MPD locomotor activity, only when given in the induction phase. These results implicate the importance of D1 receptors as a direct mechanism involved in the acute and chronic expression of MPD, while the D2 receptors may have a secondary role that remains unclear. Furthermore, a comparison analysis of the MPD response following single exposures to D1 or D2 DA antagonist found all locomotor attenuation to be transient, with the response only lasting about 2 days.

Previous studies using different psychostimulant drugs and different experimental assays are in agreement with the current findings. The D1 DA antagonist SCH-23390 prevented the self-administration of amphetamine and the development of behavioral sensitization to cocaine, whereas...
the D2 antagonist raclopride was less effective.\textsuperscript{28,54} Meririnne et al\textsuperscript{19} investigated the effects of D1 and D2 antagonist using the place preference assay and reported that DA D1 antagonist was able to prevent the MPD-induced place preference.

Alteration of behavioral sensitization following repetitive administration of MPD, using other drugs, has been reported.\textsuperscript{33,44,45,55} These investigations, using similar experimental protocols of repeated MPD exposure, reported that partial block of MPD elicited behavioral sensitization following injection of valproate,\textsuperscript{33,44,45,55} a gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) agonist, and MK-801,\textsuperscript{37} a specific NMDA antagonist, given at ED2, ED3, and ED12. Yang et al\textsuperscript{36} studied the effects of lithium chloride on acute and chronic MPD administration, and reported that lithium slightly attenuated the acute effects of MPD; however, no effect of lithium was observed on the development and expression of behavioral sensitization.

It was reported that MPD exposure elicits excitation in neurons belonging to the motive/reward circuit\textsuperscript{57–63} and that the DA D1 antagonist reduced or prevented the MPD effects,\textsuperscript{46,64,65} similar to what was observed in this behavioral study. This suggests that the DA D1 receptors are the main liaison of MPD action, while Andrews and Lavin\textsuperscript{57} reported that in their study, DA D1 receptors did not play a role in MPD action. Volz et al\textsuperscript{66} reported that the activation of DA D2 receptors are the liaison of MPD action in the striatum, a structure involved in regulating motor activity, suggesting that the DA D2 receptors are the main participants in MPD action.

These results suggest that the development of behavioral sensitization is multifaceted. It is not one specific receptor that participates in the behavioral response to acute and chronic MPD but rather, several receptors synergistically participating in the expression of behavioral sensitization. The results point to the important role of specific D1 receptors in acute and chronic MPD treatment. More specific analysis, using direct injection of DA antagonist into the motive circuit structures, is needed in order to understand the exact role of D1 and D2 DA receptors in the induction and expression of behavioral sensitization. Furthermore, the D3 DA receptor, homologous to the D2 DA receptor, has received interest in recent studies\textsuperscript{46} for its role in drug addiction. Currently, selective D3 antagonists are just being synthesized, and therefore, limited research is available on their direct effects. Most studies show the results of a D2/D3 mixed antagonist effect, although it is hard to postulate whether the seen results are from D2/D3 or even other neurotransmitter receptors. It would be beneficial to use SB-277011-A, a new selective D3 antagonist, to investigate whether results seen are directly related to D2 DA receptor blockade or D3 receptors.\textsuperscript{66,67}
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